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About This Game

The eyes are watching... and they're everywhere. Fans of the highly-rated Fear for Sale series will love their latest assignment as
journalist Emma Roberts. Statues are coming alive in the small town of Eastwood, and they're attacking! EleFun takes you on a
creepy adventure in this exciting hidden-object puzzle adventure game. Play a variety of hidden-object puzzles, including list
and silhouette. You've never had so many collectibles before, with post cards, toys, and many other objects to find throughout

the game.

See what our Beta testers had to say:
"I like this game. I especially liked the jigsaw puzzle option when I was stumped in an HO scene. The puzzles were not overly

difficult and the story held my attention." - Jiao, beta tester

"Outstanding graphics and gameplay. I just loved that I could interact with several items in each scene as well as all puzzles,
hidden object scenes and storyline. Looking forward to this little gem when it becomes available." - Kathy, beta tester

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won't find in the standard version. The Collector's
Edition includes:

Learn a shocking secret about a character's fate in the bonus game!
Earn special Achievements and find loads of collectibles

Enjoy soundtracks, wallpaper, and concept art
Get the available Strategy Guide
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This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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Title: Fear for Sale: City of the Past Collector's Edition
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
EleFun Games
Publisher:
Big Fish Games
Franchise:
Fear for Sale
Release Date: 17 Sep, 2018
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Was Pleasantly Surprised, This is Awesome!

Pros:
- Beautiful Graphics!
- Fun Game Play!
- Unique Locomotion!
- Freedom to move Around!
- Price! Note: I Purchased while on Sale!
- Has Replay Value!

Cons:
- I didn't Find Any...oh wait, it takes practice too get far it isn't easy! but, Maybe, that's because I Suck? hehehe...

Overall: This Game is Awesome! Well worth the money spent! Alot of Fun and Very Unique! Thumbs Up!. As a fan of the
books, it's interesting and sometimes entertaining to see Jeff Smith's characters running around on your computer.
Unfortunately, Smith's artistic style didn't make the transition to the screen (Telltale's 'The Walking Dead' series is a great
example of retaining the artist's style and tone). The characters and locations are here, but they don't feel genuine.

I'd recommend this only to die-hard Bone fans, or maybe children who have somehow discovered Bone but aren't old enough
for the books yet.

[There's also an inventory glitch that prevents you from progressing past Gran'ma Ben's farm. I don't know how frequent it is,
but Telltale doesn't have a solution. This hasn't impacted my review other than expediting it.]. major problem, when playing on
FPV the camera keeps dropping off and pointing to the ground making this game useless when playing fpv, there are better free
flight sim around. Options are quite limited and also does not allow to use any other controllers (e.g. standard transmitters) but
can only use the xbox joypad.. Have to register to play all the stages and had a few glitches on the only stage i could play... i
wouldnt play this game for more then the time i did play it.. Yea it's not bad. At first I thought it was going to be some kind of
crap JRPG and it turned out to be a old school top down adventure game. The story, graphics, and most music are good. The
only complaint I have about it is the combat. You kinda run into people to fight them. It's a awkward way to include combat in
the game, but eh.

If you're looking for P()RN go elsewhere. This is just a fun time waster.. Can't download maniaplanet_painter.zip so I can't get
into the game
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Heavy Fire: Afghanistan
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.99 Or Less During Sale. !!! WARNING !!! DON'T TRUST ZAXTOR99'S REVIEW !!!
HE IS A TROLL !!!

There are many (and genuine) reasons one may not recommend this game, and that's their opinion. However, Zaxtor99 has
made a lot of baseless accusations that are demonstrably wrong. You can further tell that he is a troll because every time he
makes a claim, and someone proves him wrong on Steam or on YouTube, he never responds. The dev even made some
corrections about his assumptions and was polite, but Zaxtor99 never responded because he knew he was in the wrong and didn't
want to admit it. Here, I will point out what claims he has made in his review and YouTube video, and give proof as to why they
are wrong:

> Positive Russian reviews are a red flag, claimed dev was buying or making them himself

Apparently, games are only good if English speakers review them -- because we all know that people that don't speak English
are PURE EVIL, right? \u00af\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u00af

On a serious note, take just a minute or two to throw the reviews into translate.google.com, and you'll see they're mostly regular
comments like any other. Not only that, but some of the Russian comments are negative. Why would the dev leave or buy
negative reviews? Even the positive ones say there are things that can be improved. That much is true, the game is very new and
new features are planned in the future... after all, this is an Early Access Game. It's to be expected.

But really, there's a simple explanation for why there are reviews in Russian:

Roman. Shuvalov.

Seriously, the developer is slavic, and regularly speaks Russian to other players in the Discussions. It makes sense that there are
going to be people that are attracted from the Russian community, because he speaks their language and can advertise to them.
It's plain and simple. Zaxtor99 is from Idaho, and I get people aren't very smart there... but come on, seriously?

> Claimed Unity assets were used for an easy asset flip

I'm not even sure if this game uses Unity. However, while there are simple things like trees and powerlines, buildings created are
made from structural data pulled from openstreetmap.org, so if the buildings were assets that were downloaded from Unity, they
would have a predetermined shape. As it stands, when the data is extracted, the shape and height are created from the data, and
most buildings will have a unique structure taken directly from the information put on OSM, which are made by contributors
like myself.

A commenter by the name of "Arne" on his YouTube video asked Zaxtor99 for proof that the buildings and such were assets.
Instead of providing proof, Zaxtor99 waved off a flaw in his arguement for the sake of pride. Nonetheless, Arne did their due
diligence and used Wireshark to prove that assets were not being pulled from the Unity store, but rather from the Developer's
personal server in .gpak files.

> Zaxtor99 started in his hometown and made it seem like the lack of correctly placed\/shaped buildings was a troll on the
developer's part

This is incorrect, however. If you actually go to www.openstreetmap.org and look at his home\/hometown ( search: Leland
Drive, Canyon County, Idaho, 83687, USA ) you will see that no houses are even mapped there. The only thing that's actually
mapped in his town is the Mall (which he said was missing at around 5:13 but then flew right over and around it at 5:33 while
also stating the buildings were just basic assets, lmao).
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I also noticed that when there's no houses mapped on residential streets, the dev made it so that residental streets will have basic
houses lined along the road, to prevent maps from being completely empty. This is part of why Zaxtor99 believes the game is a
basic asset flip. Apparently, instead of going literally anywhere in the world that would have better and more complete data in
OSM, he only played in his dump of a hometown in Idaho. To put things into perspective, although I now live in Tacoma, WA, I
come from a small town called Manor in Texas. If you go there in OSM, you will see that every house there is mapped out
completely. If I pull it up in Generation Streets, you will see my entire hometown, where each house has its own unique and
accurate structure (it's not perfect, but the dev is planning to improve on the world renderer). In contrast, Zaxtor99's hometown
only has roads mapped, The only reason there are houses, is because the dev automatically puts them there when the data in
OSM is empty.

So, all in all, DON'T TRUST Zaxtor99'S HOMETOWN AS AN EXAMPLE, BECAUSE EVERY PERSON'S HOMETOWN
IS DIFFERENT -- MILEAGE WILL VARY BASED ON THE AMOUNT OF INFORMATION THAT'S ACTUALLY
DOCUMENTED ON openstreetmap.org , AND THE DEV SAYS THIS IN THE DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME. IF YOU
WANT TO SEE YOUR HOMETOWN, MAP IT YOURSELF IN OSM (it took me 15 minutes to learn how to map, and I
mapped my whole workplace's block in about 15 min), OR ASK AN OSM CONTRIBUTOR TO MAP OUT AN AREA.

=========================

Now, that's all the major points that I wanted to address from Zaxtor99's really crappy reviews. I would recommend you hop on
over to his review or his channel and downvote his stuff, and let him know that if he wants to be taken seriously as a reviewer,
then he needs to do so honestly, without disinformation. Now, here are my personal opinions on the game itself:

Generally speaking, the game is in Early Access. Zaxtor99 did have one thing right, in that the gameplay is a little boring. For
me, that's ok. Right now, this feels more like a 3D rendered world map with an alien ship shooter mini-game on top. Since this
is still in Early Access, I assume things with improve from here with details and bugs eventually being fixed.

Right now, you are simply put in a post-apocalyptic version of the world, and told that the world is overrun with aliens. You fly
around in a futuristic saucer-like ship that has a laser machine-gun and some bombs. You can roam about the world and find and
destroy some white pods that hold purple aliens and kill them, or build a base and fight some waves of them.

The controls can be a little janky sometimes, and the basic gun on the ship feels funny to shoot while strafing. It's also hard at
times to judge how high you are in altitude when compared to the red alien motherships, and makes it hard to destroy them as
they release the purple aliens.

Some recommendations: I would personally like to see more options with the ship, more options for different kinds of ships
(like a futuristic jetplane), and weapon types like a laserbeam, and maybe the ability to land and take on the aliens from a foot-
soldier POV. Ship upgrades and some enemy variance would go a LONG way for this game, and would make it more like a
Bullet-Hell type of shooter. Also, it doesn't make sense for gravity to work on the ship. Another reason it can be hard to hit the
motherships that usually sit in the air, is that gravity pulls the ship down, but tapping Space to keep altitude overcompensates.
Honestly, the ship should sit statically at the altitude I leave it, not slowly go down. That's what the Ctrl key is for. If I'm in a
futuristic spaceship, I should be able to hold my position in the air. :P

Overall, with the EA in mind, I give it a 6\/10, with future updates likely to improve the game in the future. I would recommend
if you want a little mini-game to play over your town, as long as it's up-to-date in openstreetmap.org. Otherwise, keep an eye out
for future updates, it's surely going to improve. :). no, just a spin-off. Actionpacked Railshooter with a beautiful, futuristic
leveldesign.
It's a shame your purpose is to destroy it, even if its pure fun to use the partly destructable environment against your enemies.
Lots of situations where its hard to decide what to shoot first. Beside the story mode, you can play the arcade mode where you
get points for destroying your targets to compete in a global highscore or against your friends. Tutorial, even though not really
needed as the gameplay is very intuitive, exists and is nicely done as a virtual shooting range. If you are looking for a VR
shooter, you found it. It definitely will keep you entertained for a while. Want to see more from this Dev!
. Another nicely made puzzle game.
Good music
There are stats.
No Unity launcher whatsoever.
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Can be a lil bit more colorful.
Solid 8/10. Laggy and desync issues aside, its what Albion should have been, gameplay wise.

The way event windows are (sieges etc) and the lack of grind , even being able to grind, kind of makes me think a lot of people
won't have a reason to log on. There is like a 4 hour window *prime time* (~7pm to 11pm EST) in which things are allowed to
happen, and if you have stuff to do during that window on most of your days, then this game doesn't even really let you play.

Sieges take multiple days to even happen and are just capture the flag.. Some good ideas and lots of potential but needs loads
more work.
. My summary in 4 sentences:
Ablepsia is a simple point and click game about a blind man who can turn street lamps on with the power of his mind.It has 6
levels.Easy,but very long levels.If you really want a free perfect game,go for it,but the game itself is not worth it.. How is this
game free? I have no idea. Could easily be worth $20 or more.

One of the greatest aspects of this game is its ease of organization and navigation. There are so many ships, weapons and stars
that you could very easily get lost and frustrated trying to remember where everything is had the developers not taken that into
consideration. You can see the prices of everything in every system and where every piece of equipment you've discovered is
sold. You can access everything's stats to plan out trips.
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